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Nowadays it is a big challenge to exploit the available average power of ultrashort-pulsed laser 
systems for the production of high quality structures in metals. A dual process strategy of alternating 
GHz bursts and conventional processing helps to avoid adverse effects that occur at higher average 
power. The combination of polishing and ablation leads to higher ablation rates. This new strategy 
also meets higher quality requirements in terms of surface and edge quality. Due to the spatially and 
temporally limited re-melting with ultrashort pulses, no strong melt formation occurs during polishing. 
Consequently, this approach enables a high increase of the ablation rate without lowering the precision 
of ultrashort pulse milling. 
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1. Introduction
Surface structuring with ultrashort laser pulses is an ad-

vanced manufacturing technology due to its flexibility, out-
standing precision and applicability to almost all solids. 
However, the high precision results in low volume removal 
rates, which often makes the technology unsuitable for 
large-scale industrial applications. The average power of the 
laser systems is not a limitation. Instead, the processing 
speed is mostly limited by thermally induced damage [1-3]. 
Strongly absorbing materials, such as metals, have an opti-
mal value for the peak fluence regarding ablation efficiency, 
which is e2 times the threshold fluence [3]. Since higher flu-
ences lead to a lower ablation efficiency and consequently 
to a worse residual heat ratio, a high average power is usu-
ally used with high repetition rates [1, 3].  
Nevertheless, this strategy requires a critical scanning speed 
in order to avoid the mentioned thermal damage to the sur-
face caused by heat accumulation of the residual heat of each 
individual pulse [1, 2]. This condition currently limits the 
process duration, since the number of positioning jumps and 
the acceleration times of scanner systems increase at high 
speeds. In other words, the on/off ratio of the laser and con-
sequently the average power used decreases when the scan-
ning speed increases. Therefore, it would be better to further 
increase the ablation rate of each scan. In order to achieve 
this increase, different approaches using pulse sequences 
were followed. The approaches are based on two ideas: On 
the one hand, the splitting of energy into several pulses to be 
closer to the optimal fluence, which is used for relatively 
long delays of several nanoseconds [4, 5]. On the other hand, 
short delay bursts, so-called GHz bursts, are used so that the 
ablation process can reuse the residual heat of the previous 
pulses [6, 7]. However, the second approach seems to be un-
suitable for milling applications of metals, since strong 
plasma shielding effects and re-deposition of matter hinder 

the ablation process [3-5, 8]. Additionally, for good conduc-
tors, as copper, a very high number of pulses is necessary 
until an improvement of the specific removal rate is 
achieved [9]. Since this kind of intense heat accumulation 
leads to strong melt formation and ejection and consequently 
lowers the precision, it is questionable whether a similar re-
sult can be achieved with nanosecond lasers. However, there 
is a third possibility to increase the ablation rate with bursts, 
which avoids the problems of plasma shielding, re-deposi-
tion of matter or melt ejection and therefore loss of precision. 
This possibility makes use of a dual process strategy, which 
includes a GHz burst polishing process [11]. The bursts are 
only used for polishing at relatively low fluences, so that 
there is no strong plasma formation or melt ejection. Apply-
ing the polishing step between ablation scans prevents sur-
face degradation. This makes it possible to work below the 
critical scanning speed, which finally leads to a reduction of 
the process time while maintaining a high surface quality. 
For the example geometry we chose, a doubling of the abla-
tion rate was achieved. On top of the time saved, the edge 
and surface quality of the geometry is remarkable high. 

2. Experimental setup
The thermally induced degradation of the surface during

ultrashort pulse processing is well known for many 
materials [1-3]. For metals, it is characterized by the occur-
rence and growth of bumps. Since this occurrence is related 
to the thermal diffusion coefficient, we chose the steel 
1.4301 (X5CrNi18-10) for our experiments [1]. As a low-
cost stainless steel, it is of great interest for industrial manu-
facturing, but due to its low thermal diffusion coefficient it 
tends to form bumps even at moderate scanning speeds. It is 
therefore a suitable candidate to investigate the dual process 
strategy. The laser system that was used is a modified 
TruMricro 2030 (Trumpf GmbH + Co. KG) with an optional 
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GHz-burst-mode at 1.6 GHz. The pulse duration was set to 
1 ps at a central wavelength of 1030 nm (Yb:YAG). A spot 
size 2ω0 of 42 µm (1/e2 diameter, M2≤1.3) with a typical 
peak intensity of 5 x 1011 W/cm2 was applied for the ablation 
process. For the polishing step, a spot size of approximately 
120 µm was formed by defocusing into the material by about 
3 Rayleigh lengths. The line distance dh was set to 7 µm for 
the ablation and 20 µm for the polishing. An intelliSCAN 14 
scanner system (SCANLAB GmbH) and a lens with a focal 
length of 163 mm were used for beam guidance. As already 
mentioned, the ablation efficiency has an optimal peak flu-
ence at e2 times the threshold fluence Fth.  Therefore, a flu-
ence of about 1.25 times e2 times the threshold fluence Fth 
was chosen for the experiments at a repetition rate of 1 MHz. 
A square with a length a = 500 µm serves as example geom-
etry. The target depth dt was set to 200 µm.  

3. A theoretical view of ultrashort pulse milling
To clarify how process durations for milling applications

result, a theoretical view is presented. Additionally, typical 
quality requirements for milling geometries are defined. 
With (V/Q) as the ablated volume per energy, the ablated 
depth per scan dlayer for a square is given by  

with the repetition rate fR , the pulse energy Ep and the scan-
ning speed vs. Consequently, the required number of scans 
to reach the target depth dt is N = dt/dlayer. The time required 
to ablated a layer is determined by the duration of a scan 
line 𝜏𝜏line = 𝑎𝑎/𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠, the number of lines per ablated layer a/dh 
and the jump and acceleration times of each line τoff. This 
leads to the equation 

Finally, the total process duration τtotal results in

This equation provides a very simple but often quite accurate 
estimate of the process duration. Additionally, it is now easy 
to see that the process duration increases linearly with the 
scan speed for constant τoff . τoff  corresponds to the time 
where the average laser power is unused. It accounts for a 
higher proportion of the total process duration if the edge 
length decreases or the scanning speed increases. This be-
comes particularly clear if the laser on time is set in relation 
to the process duration as follows:  

Equation 3 and 4 are plotted for τoff = 1 ms (typical value for 
galvanometer scanner with constant acceleration time) 
and (V/Q) = 1.7 mm3/kJ in Figure 1. This illustrates that es-
pecially for small geometries, which often require the preci-
sion of ultrashort pulse milling; high scanning speeds hinder 
the exploitation of a high average power. For scanners with-
out constant acceleration time there is even an optimal scan-
ning speed [10]. However, if this optimal speed is below the 
material-specific critical scanning speed, it cannot be used 

for milling while maintaining the same surface quality. 
Therefore, it would be a great advantage to find a way to use 
low scanning speeds. 
In addition to the process time, the machining quality is of 
course also of great importance in applications. A common 
type of requirement concerns the surface quality of the 
ground. Furthermore, high quality steep walls are often re-
quired. Therefore, we want to make the following require-
ments to our target geometry: 

1. A smooth surface of the ground
2. Steep walls
3. Minimal damage at the edges and no edge

deepening

Edge deepening is typically caused by reflected energy to 
the bottom of the structure, which can lead to an increase of 
absorbed fluence at the edges.  

3.1 The dual process strategy 
The aim of the dual process strategy is to suppress the 

formation of bumps by the repeated insertion of polishing 
steps. This allows the use of a higher ablation rate at a scan-
ning speed below the critical speed vcrit. For the conventional 
milling process, keeping the critical scanning speed limits 
the process duration according to equation 3. Therefore, the 
dual process strategy effectively results in a higher ablation 
rate if the polishing steps take less time than the time saved 
by applying a lower scanning speed (vs < vcrit). The polishing 
effect is achieved by using GHz bursts with single pulse flu-
ences below the ablation threshold [11]. In addition, the pol-
ishing steps are a key factor in avoiding edge deepening. 
 

4. Experiments
4.1 Milling with different scanning speeds

As a first step, different scanning speeds in unidirectional 
scanning were investigated to determine the critical scan 
speed and the number of scans required to reach the target 
depth. Additionally, this first experiment provides guidance 
in selecting a scanning speed for the dual process strategy. 
Since the occurrence of the bumps correlates with the heat  
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Fig. 1 Laser on time according to equation 4 for two edge 
lengths a (left axis) and the total process duration according 
to equation 3 in red (right axis). The average power used 
decreases as the scanning speed increases (black lines).  
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Fig 2 Milling depth at the center of the square against num-
ber of scans for different scanning speeds. The dashed part 
shows the ablation rate in the case of a bumpy surface, which 
is approximately 30-40% lower than for a smooth surface. 

accumulation, they form earlier at lower scanning speeds. 
Therefore, it is advantageous to choose a speed that is below 
the critical speed but at which the bumps do not occur after 
only a few scans. Otherwise, more polishing steps must be 
inserted to maintain an even surface with a high ablation rate, 
as the occurrence of bumps significantly reduces the ablation 
rate, which is shown in Figure 2 for different scanning 
speeds. Consequently, the process duration of the dual pro-
cess strategy follows approximately the equation  

with 𝑛𝑛abl and 𝑛𝑛pol as number of ablation and polishing steps, 
𝑁𝑁� as number of iterations and τlayer and τpol as durations for 
one ablation and one polishing step, respectively. Equation 
2 can also be used to calculate the time for a polishing step. 
Figure 3 shows that the occurrence of bumps is not a sudden 
phenomenon, instead they grow with the number of scans. 
We refer to bumps as soon as they have reached a size that 
leads to a significant reduction of the ablation rate. At the 
same moment, they appear dark under a light microscope 
and tend to oxidize strongly [1]. For the target depth of 
200 µm, a scanning speed of 2.5 m/s is sufficient to maintain 
a good surface quality and avoid strong bump formation. 

The minimum number of scans required to reach the target 
depth is about 200, which corresponds to a process time of 
20 seconds. If we set vs = 1 m/s, the laser on time is doubled, 
as can easily be seen from equation 4 and Figure 1, and the 
process duration is reduced to 8.94 seconds. However, with 
vs = 1 m/s, the first bumps occur at the edges of the geometry 
after 28 scans and increasingly spread over the entire surface, 
as shown in Figure 3. The reflections from the walls lead to 
a higher locally absorbed fluence, so that the bumps appear 
first at the edges. This local occurrence creates additionally 
a gradient in the ablation depth due to the worse ablation rate 
of the bumps, which is approximately 30% lower than in the 
case of a smooth surface. Since the bumps exhibit a lower 
ablation rate, using the polishing process as finishing is not 
very advantageous in terms of process time. Consequently, 
the use of the polishing process as an intermediate step to 
avoid bumps formation is more suitable.   

4.2 Milling using the dual process strategy 
In order to keep the bump formation at vs = 1 m/s to a 

minimum, in this case a polishing step is inserted after every 
28th ablation scan. For this purpose, the laser is switched 
into the GHz burst mode and the average power is divided 
into 256 sub-pulses. The switching between GHz mode and 
regular mode is currently done manually, as this is an exper-
imental setup. These sub-pulses are sectioned into 8 bursts 
of 32 pulses with an intra-burst delay of 625 ps and an extra-
burst repetition rate of 125 kHz. Between two burst there is 
an additional 20 ns burst pause (illustrated in Fig. 6). The 
single pulse peak fluence results consequently from  

with Pav as average power, fR as repetition rate, NB as number 
of bursts and Np as number of pulses within a burst. A single 
pulse fluence of about 2 mJ/cm2, which leads to a burst flu-
ence of 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵 = 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝 ⋅ Fsp = 64 mJ/cm2 and a total fluence of  
 𝐹𝐹𝛴𝛴 = 𝑁𝑁𝐵𝐵 ⋅ 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵 = 512 mJ/cm2  was used for polishing. A 
summary of the process parameter and the temporal energy 
distribution is shown in the appendix. By adding the polish-
ing steps, the target depth is already reached after 84 scans 
of ablation and 6 scans of polishing. This number of ablation 
scans is 4 scans lower than the case without polishing, due 
to the absence of the bump-related reduction of the ablation  

𝜏𝜏𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 = 𝑁𝑁� ⋅ (𝑛𝑛abl𝜏𝜏layer + 𝑛𝑛pol𝜏𝜏pol)     (5) 
𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝 = 2𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅 𝑁𝑁𝐵𝐵 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝
⋅ 1
π ω0

2   (6) 

Fig. 3 Scanning electron image (SEM) of the milled square after different number of scans N. The bumps occur first at the 
edges. The used peak fluence is FP = 0.73 J/cm2 and the scan speed 1 m/s. 

a)     N=56  b)     N=80  c)  N=88 

100 µm 
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rate. The total process time (including jump times) consists 
of 8.94 s for material removal and 0.44 s for polishing. Thus, 
the target depth is reached after a total process time of 
9.38 seconds. Comparing this with the process time required 
with keeping the critical speed (20 sec), the effective abla-
tion rate is approximately doubled. In the following, the 
quality criteria will be checked using the examples. 

Figure 4 shows milled squares at the target depth of 200 µm 
using the dual process strategy and the cases of a scanning 
speed of 1 and 2.5 m/s without polishing steps. Due to the 
discussed effect of wall reflections even at vs = 2.5 m/s, 
bumps gradually occur at the edges. Regarding the quality 
requirements, neither of the two process results meets all of 
the criteria. The bumps at the edges are more clearly visible 
in the height profiles in Figure 5 for the case of 2 m/s. Figure 
4 and 5 show also, that the reflections not only lead to bumps, 
which can be seen as an elevation in the height profile, but 
also to the unwanted edge deepening (Figure 5). The surface 
quality of the ground is sufficient for vs = 2.5 m/s but the best 
for the case of the dual process strategy. The remaining 
roughness or waviness is a result of the polishing process 
parameters. However, a further reduction could be achieved 
by using multiple scans at a lower power to the cost of some 
additional processing time. 
Not only the best surface quality is achieved, when applying 
the dual process strategy but also the best wall and edge 
quality, as seen in the edge profiles and Figure 4c. The re-
curring polishing steps of the dual process strategy prevent 
the formation of the edge deepening. This is a great ad-
vantage compared to the conventional milling process, 
where such deepening normally occur along steep walls. 
Therefore, the dual process strategy also opens up ad-
vantages in terms of quality requirements. An overall 
summary of the results and applied process parameters  is 
presented in table 1 and table 2 in the appendix A. 

5. Conclusion
The process strategy of alternating laser milling and pol-

ishing steps (“dual strategy”) leads to better surface 
quality and higher productivity of laser milling of metals. 
The recurring polishing steps of the strategy enable the use 
of scan speeds below the critical minimum scan speed, 
which increases the duty cycle significantly. It turns out that 
even the effect of edge deepening is suppressed, which is 
mostly observed for geometries with steep walls. Therefore, 
the dual process strategy proves to be an attractive approach 
to enhance the usable laser power of modern ultrashort-
pulsed lasers. 
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Fig. 5 Edge profiles of milled squares with different scan 
speeds. Profile a) with vs = 2.5 m/s in blue, b) with vs = 2 m/s 
in red and c) the dual process strategy with vs = 1 m/s in 
black. In the dashed part, interpolation is performed due to 
missing signal of the laser-scanning microscope. Even when 
the critical scanning speed is applied (blue line), reflections 
cause edge deepening. The edge steepness is about 75° in all 
cases. 
 

Edge 
deepening  Bump  

100 µm 

Fig. 4 SEM images of milled squares with a scan speed of a) 2.5 m/s and b) 1 m/s at a conventional process and 
1 m/s for c) using the dual process strategy. The surface roughness of the inner ground is Sa = 0.23 µm & Sz = 4.1 µm (cut-
off wavelength of 25 µm) for a), no longer measurable because of bumps for b) and Sa = 0.13 µm & Sz = 3.4 µm for c). 
Although the scanning speed is the smallest, the edge and surface quality in c) is the best and just the line spacing during 
polishing limits the relatively high Sz value. 

a) vs = 2.5 m/s      b)     vs = 1 m/s c) (dual process)

100 µm 
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Appendix A 

Table 1 Summary of the results regarding process duration and quality requirements. Notation: ++ better, + good, - bad, -- worse 

Requirement Mi l l ing  a t  v s  =  v c r i t *  Mil l ing  at  v s  =  1  m /s  Dual  proc e ss  s t rat e gy  

Durat ion 20  s  8 .94  s  9 .38  s * * 
Su r face  qual i t y  (S a ,  S z )  0.23 µm, 4.1 µm bumpy / unsuitable 0.13 µm, 3.4 µm 
Edge  deepen ing - -  -  ++ 
Steep  wal ls  (>70 ° )  + +  +  

*Minimum scan speed to avoid bumps **Process time without switching time 

Table 2  Summary of the process parameter for milling and polishing

Parameter Mil l ing  Pol i sh ing  

Single  pu lse  f luence 0.73 J/cm2 2 mJ/cm2 
Repet i t i on  ra t e 1  MHz 125  kHz 
Pu l se  du rat ion 1  p s  1  p s  
Spo t  s i ze 42  µm 120  µm 
Line  d is t ance  (hat ch ) 7  µm 20  µm 
Scan  speed 1 -2 .5  m/ s 0 .25  m/s  
Hatch  angle   90° 90° 

Appendix B 

Fig. 6 Temporal structure of the burst for the polishing process. 256 pulses are divided into 8 burst packets, which are applied 
at 125 kHz with an additional pulse pause of 20 nanoseconds. 
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